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Tips for installation
Step one
Prof. Dr. Ulrich Nickel

Check if the chosen wall is appropriate for mounting
the elements.
Example No. 3
- tower
- rope ladder
- cross bar with grips
- destination-platform with bench
(hooked in)
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The Climbing-Course of Hildesheim

Step two
Consulting the heads of the sports hall and make an
agreement.

Step three
Choice of the convenient elements.

Step four
Mounting of the elements.

Step five

Turn down the mats - and go!

CONTACT

Example No. 4
- goal crossing
- destination-platform with bench
- cross bar with grips

Institut für Sportwissenschaft (Institute for sports science)
Stiftung Universität Hildesheim (University of Hildesheim)
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A horizontal climbing-course with
multifunctional elements.
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For schools, sports-clubs
and kindergarden activities
(indoor and outdoor)

THE SPECIAL CONCEPT:

The climbing-course of Hildesheim consists of
different stations that can be used seperatly or in
combination with station next to each other. This
way a lot of children and teenagers can use the
climbing-course at the same time and queues can
be avoided.
The first climbing-course of the sports hall at
the University of Hildesheim

The climbing-course of Hildesheim has
been developed and approved by the
children sports panelat Hildesheim for
years. It can be fixed very well at the
mostly unused front walls of the sports
halls. There is no need for safety ropes
because the whole complex is lower than
3m (height limitation).

The climbing-course of Hildesheim can be
developed on customers request. Additionally we can make your own ideas possible.
Some examples:
Example No. 1

Further more, the climbing-course can be entered
from different directions.
Important climbing targets are the so called
“destination-platforms” where sports equipment
such as slides and ladders can be hooked so that
the whole exercise areal can be enlarged.

- diagonally positioned board with two ropes
- destination-platform with tower
Example No. 2

The climbing-course of Hildesheim
corresponds with the up-to-date sports
concepts for children. It is of a high educational value and has an attractive technical design. Your standard mats are used
as safeguards.
Climbing-course in a kindergarden

- destination-platform
- whipping log

